Nuova Simonelli Talento

KEY FEATURES

Suitable for 100-500 cups per day
10 programmable drinks buttons

Outstanding high end, high output bean to cup machine from
world renowned manufacturer Nuova Simonelli. The Talento sports
sophisticated software with a user friendly interface and is fitted with
numerous professional features such as die cast metal brew group, twin
hoppers/grinders and programmable preinfusion. It’s also very quiet.

Pre-selections available - 2 drinks /
2nd hopper
A possibility of up to 42 drinks
Can produce 2 drinks at once
Uses fresh beans and fresh milk for
the best possible drink quality

Water tap and steam wand (or
optional Easy Cream Wand which
replaces steam wand)
Themocompensated aluminium
brew group with programmable
preinfusion
The double tamping system can be
used to give different characteristics
to your coffee

Small footprint

2 grinders / hoppers to give you the
options of an extra blend, decaf or
increased capacity

Push button selection with LCD
display, perfect for self service or staff
with minimal training.

2 stainless steel boilers (separate for
steam and hot water) allow for a
faster service

Adjustable head height allows
different cup sizes

Designed & manufactured in Italy.
Nuova Simonelli are world renowned
for reliability and build quality`

Quiet operation

USB connection for uploading
settings / backup
SPECIFICATIONS

Manufactured by
Manufactured by

Distributed by

100-500 cups / day
Up to 42 different drinks
Water time - ( Programmable )
Electronic drink counters
Automatic cleaning cycle
De-scaling program
Ground coffee counter - ( Programmable)
4ltr Milk Cooler (w325mm - d520mm h365mm)
Dual bean hoppers - 2 x 1.5 kg

Think espresso.

Decaf chute (for pre-ground)
Twin grinders with 63.5mm blades
Mains water fed
2 stainless steel boilers (2.5l steam/1.5l
coffee)
Grounds drawer - 40 pucks
Dimensions - w400mm - d608mm h844mm
Power - 240V, 50Hz, 5400W
Weight - 66kg

